
Planning services  
NSW Department of Planning & Environment  
GPO Box 39  
Sydney  NSW 2001 
Re: Rye Park windfarm project application - application number 10-0223 
Attention : executive director,  resource assessment & business systems.   
 
My strong objection to this project has only strengthened, bought about only recently by 
the following two revaluations : 
 
Firstly the Gare family, typical host that thought how could anything go wrong,  
They have received $200,000 per annum, their life and home would be complete. .  If only 
they could have known they would be destroying their home as well as their neighbours. . I 
have attached the Senate hearing of the Gare's story..  
 
Now backed by the comprehensive study by the 'wildlife disease association'  London. . In 
England detailing the affects of stress on badgers in proximity to wind towers, (increases of 
around 280% that do not decrease over time , ) is another fact that can't be overlooked , so 
often l have read articles from the industry and its pedalers stating people are stressing 
because others have told them they should be .. hurtful comments like the nocebo effect,  l 
would say to this, who told the badgers,? 
 
With those thoughts aired, l turn to what will impact me personally: 
 

1) There are three towers to the east of my house (see Attachment 1) proposed on the 
property "clydesvale".  These towers 102, 103, 104, that are going to hand my home 
unbearable shadow flicker during the summer months.   
 

2) Towers numbered 96, 97, 98, 99, & 101   (see Attachment 2) that are 2.5kms from 
my home to the north that will impact my views dramatically. 

 
3) Then many more running out towards the west in their dozens ,leaving me with a 

home l built here purely for the views , my home has cost me everything l have.  My 
property would be unlivable and unsaleable as stated by the owner of Yass Real 
Estate at a public meeting attended by Pru Goward and Angus Taylor, . l fear l will 
learn first hand the impact the Gare family only knows to well minus $200,000 per 
annum.  

 
I have enclosed my own photo montages that are to scale taken from my house yard 
showing how truly close the turbines are ,.. l hope you can note that they where taken with 
a personnal phone camera opposed to Trustpowers professional photographer, and yet my 
version delivers an actual realistic distance to the turbines,. (See Attachment 3) this is 
Trustpowers version of the lanscape impact view from my driveway with my house in the 
center of the photo. (Attachment 4) is my realistic image of the same view, taken at the 
same position as Trustpowers, which clearly shows the actual closeness of the turbines..I 
wonder what reason they could have had to be deceitful, ,. The black line in the shot to the 
north (Attachment 2) is the 68m tall wind monitoring tower , a little hard to see .. 



 
Also with in my possession, I have a photograph of the range of hills trustpower plan to 
develop,  this photo was used to promote their project and it was obtained again decitifly by 
them from off my property without my permission.  Two things here, one, it gives you an 
idea of the view and as to why l built here, secondly , its pretty obvious lm going to be 
heavily impacted,  yet no one from either epuron nor trustpower has ever so much as sent a 
letter to me.. 
 
 
If there is one lesson in life that everyone should adhere to is not to do to others that of 
which you wouldn't want done to yourself. . 
 
Thanking you for your time.. 
 
I retain the right to add additional information to this submission at a later date. 
 
Shane O'Neil 
040 9673233 
 


